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Abstract—Dysphonia is a common complaint, almost every 
fourth child produces a pathological voice. A mobile based 
filtering system, that can be used by pre-school workers in order 
to recognize dysphonic voiced children in order to get professional 
help as soon as possible, would be desired. The goal of this research 
is to identify acoustic parameters that are able to distinguish 
healthy voices of children from those with dysphonia voices of 
children. In addition, the possibility of automatic classification is 
examined. Two sample T-tests were used for statistical significance 
testing for the mean values of the acoustic parameters between 
healthy voices and those with dysphonia. A two-class classification 
was performed between the two groups using leave-one-out cross 
validation, with support vector machine (SVM) classifier. 
Formant frequencies, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients 
(MFCCs), Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio (HNR), Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and frequency band energy ratios, based on intrinsic 
mode functions (𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞) measured on different variations of 
phonemes showed statistical difference between the groups. A high 
classification accuracy of 93% was achieved by SVM with linear 
and rbf kernel using only 8 acoustic parameters. Additional data 
is needed to build a more general model, but this research can be 
a reference point in the classification of voices using continuous 
speech between healthy children and children with dysphonia.  
 
Index Terms — voice disorder, statistical analysis, acoustic 
parameters, dysphonia, classification 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ysphonia is a common complaint, reported in nearly one-
third of the population at some point in their life. It affects 
the formation of clear and distinct sounds in speech as a 
complex function, a pathological condition showing various 
symptoms due to several etiologic factors and pathogenesis 
diversity [1]. The term dysphonia is often incorrectly used when 
referring to hoarseness, however hoarseness is a symptom of 
altered voice quality reported in patients, while dysphonia can 
be defined as altered pitch, loudness, or vocal quality or effort 
that impairs communication as assessed by a clinician and 
affects the patients’ life [2]. The development of cheap, easy-
to-use and lightweight methods that alert subjects of possible 
health problems is desired.  
Mobile technology is attractive, since it is easy to use and it 
is a nearly constant feature of daily life. The number of mobile 
applications is growing in healthcare. A smartphone or tablet 
could be an ideal mobile tool to use with complex methods that 
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can offer clues for general physicians in identifying the early 
stages of dysphonia. 
Researchers target such applications for the early diagnosis 
of pathological voices in case of adults. In the work of [3] a 
mobile health (m-Health) application is presented for voice 
screening of adults by using a mobile device. The system is able 
to distinguish healthy voices from pathological ones using a 
noise-aware method that provides a robust estimation of the 
fundamental frequency during a sustained production of the 
vowel /a/. 
Some systems record more than voice disorders, also 
recording other details regarding the general health of a patient. 
In [4] a healthcare framework based on the Internet of Things 
(IoT) and cloud computing, the system is able to capture voice, 
body temperature, electrocardiogram, and ambient humidity. 
Most of the research on the subject currently focuses on the 
accurate estimation of dysphonia, rather than the development 
of practical applications. 
Dysphonia affects patients of all ages, however research 
suggests that risks are higher in pediatric and elderly (>65 years 
of age) populations. 23.4% of pediatric patients have dysphonia 
at some point during their childhood [5], [6], [7], [8]. The data 
therefore suggests that almost every fourth child produces a 
pathological voice. Studies agree that dysphonia is more often 
reported among boys than girls, the ratio being 70-30%. 
In the last 10-20 years many studies focused on dysphonia in 
adults, not only on sustained vowels, but on running speech as 
well [9], [10]. However, in the literature we can find some 
studies focusing on the dysphonic voices of children. 
Previous studies regarding the analysis of pathological 
children’s voice focused mainly on sustained vowels. 
Researchers mostly work with small sample sizes because it is 
difficult to collect recordings from children. Janete Coelho and 
his colleagues [11] analyzed the perceptual and acoustic vocal 
parameters of school age children with vocal nodules and to 
compared them with a group of children without vocal nodules. 
Five children were examined from both genders, aged from 7 
to 12 years. The Mann–Whitney U test, with p < 0.05 
significance level was used in their work. Statistically 
significant differences were registered between the group of 
vocal nodules vs. the group without vocal nodules, on the 
following parameters: fundamental frequency, shimmer, HNR 
, maximum phonation time for /a/ e /z/, s/z coefficient and 
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Instability). On jitter and maximum phonation time for /s/ there 
were no statistically significant differences. 
The study of Gopi Kishore Pebbili and his colleagues [12] 
aimed to document the Dysphonia Severity Index (DSI) scores 
of 42 Indian children aged 8–12 years. DSI values were found 
to be significantly higher (p=0.027) in girls than in boys. DSI 
attempts to measure the severity of dysphonia based on the 
sustained production of a vowel, using a weighted combination 
of maximum phonation time, highest frequency, lowest 
intensity, and jitter (%) of an individual. 
In [13] correlation between perceptual and acoustic data was 
examined to identify measures that are useful in determining 
the severity of voice deviation in children. Recordings from 71 
children (aged 3–9 years) were used, containing the sustained 
sound /ε/ and the counting of numbers from 1 to 10.  Results 
showed that F0 measures correlate with strain to phonate; 
shimmer and GNE parameters correlate with general degree of 
voice deviation. 
In our earlier research [14] continuous speech was examined, 
where we investigated the relationship between the voices of 
healthy children and those with functional dysphonia (FD). The 
statistical analyses drew the conclusion that variations of jitter 
and shimmer values with HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio) and 
the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients (referred to as ‘MFCC01’) are good indicators to 
separate healthy voices from voices with FD in the case of 
children. Samples from healthy children and adult voices were 
also compared giving a clear conclusion that differences exist 
in the examined acoustical parameters even between the two 
groups. It is necessary to carry out the investigations separately 
on children's voices as well; we cannot use adult voices to draw 
any conclusions regarding children's voices. 
The goal of this research is to identify further acoustic 
parameters that are able to distinguish healthy voices of 
children from ones with dysphonia. For this reason statistical 
analyses was prepared, followed by a detailed classification 
experiment. Thus, setting a basis of a future mobile health 
application for the early recognition of dysphonia in the case of 
children.  
Section 2 briefly describes the speech material used in the 
experiments, followed by the description of the measured 
acoustic parameters, the statistical evaluation, parameter 
reduction and model building. Our results are shown in Section 
3, followed by the discussion and the future direction in Section 
4. 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A diagnostic support system for the early recognition of 
dysphonia in the voices of children would follow the logic 
described in Fig 1. The A/D converter digitizes the analogue 
speech signal of the child, after which the signal is normalized. 
In continuous speech, the measuring locations must be 
determined. Since in this work the acoustic parameters are 
measured on phonemes, phoneme level segmentation is 
required. Acoustic parameters (described in paragraph B) are 
extracted from the selected phonemes and arranged into a 
feature vector. The feature vector is given to a classifier to 
perform binary classification (healthy or unhealthy).  Prior 
knowledge is gained by the processing of a carefully built 
speech database (described in paragraph A) and an optimal 
classification model using the acoustic parameters with great 
distinguishing power (classifier model). The system produces 
an output; this decision is shown on the user interface of the 
application. This study focuses on the automatic classification 
of voices of children with dysphonia.  
A. Dysphonic and Healthy Child Speech Database 
Sound samples from children were collected at several 
kindergartens. All the recordings were made with parental 
consent, mostly in the presence of the children's parents. The 
children recited a poem entitled “The Squirrel”, written by a 
logopedic specialist. This poem was chosen for therapeutic 
reasons, speech therapists using the poem during treatment, and 
because children in the 5-10 year old age group are very fond 
of the poem and it is easy for them to learn. The most frequent 
vowel in the poem is the vowel [o], with 16 pieces followed by 
14 pieces of the vowel [O] and 9 pieces of vowel [E]. 
The recordings were made using a near field microphone 
(Monacor ECM-100), Creative Soundblaster Audigy 2 NX 
outer USB sound card, with 44.100 Hz sampling rate and 16-bit 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
ysphonia is a common complaint, reported in nearly one-
third of the population at some point in their life. It affects 
the formation of clear and distinct sounds in speech as a 
complex function, a pathological condition showing various 
symptoms due to several etiologic factors and pathogenesis 
diversity [1]. The term dysphonia is often incorrectly used when 
referring to hoarseness, however hoarseness is a symptom of 
altered voice quality reported in patients, while dysphonia can 
be defined as altered pitch, loudness, or vocal quality or effort 
that impairs communication as assessed by a clinician and 
affects the patients’ life [2]. The development of cheap, easy-
to-use and lightweight methods that alert subjects of possible 
health problems is desired.  
Mobile technology is attractive, since it is easy to use and it 
is a nearly constant feature of daily life. The number of mobile 
applications is growing in healthcare. A smartphone or tablet 
could be an ideal mobile tool to use with complex methods that 
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can offer clues for general physicians in identifying the early 
stages of dysphonia. 
Researchers target such applications for the early diagnosis 
of pathological voices in case of adults. In the work of [3] a 
mobile health (m-Health) application is presented for voice 
screening of adults by using a mobile device. The system is able 
to distinguish healthy voices from pathological ones using a 
noise-aware method that provides a robust estimation of the 
fundamental frequency during a sustained production of the 
vowel /a/. 
Some systems record more than voice disorders, also 
recording other details regarding the general health of a patient. 
In [4] a healthcare framework based on the Internet of Things 
(IoT) and cloud computing, the system is able to capture voice, 
body temperature, electrocardiogram, and ambient humidity. 
Most of the research on the subject currently focuses on the 
accurate estimation of dysphonia, rather than the development 
of practical applications. 
Dysphonia affects patients of all ages, however research 
suggests that risks are higher in pediatric and elderly (>65 years 
of age) populations. 23.4% of pediatric patients have dysphonia 
at some point during their childhood [5], [6], [7], [8]. The data 
therefore suggests that almost every fourth child produces a 
pathological voice. Studies agree that dysphonia is more often 
reported among boys than girls, the ratio being 70-30%. 
In the last 10-20 years many studies focused on dysphonia in 
adults, not only on sustained vowels, but on running speech as 
well [9], [10]. However, in the literature we can find some 
studies focusing on the dysphonic voices of children. 
Previous studies regarding the analysis of pathological 
children’s voice focused mainly on sustained vowels. 
Researchers mostly work with small sample sizes because it is 
difficult to collect recordings from children. Janete Coelho and 
his colleagues [11] analyzed the perceptual and acoustic vocal 
parameters of school age children with vocal nodules and to 
compared them with a group of children without vocal nodules. 
Five children were examined from both genders, aged from 7 
to 12 years. The Mann–Whitney U test, with p < 0.05 
significance level was used in their work. Statistically 
significant differences were registered between the group of 
vocal nodules vs. the group without vocal nodules, on the 
following parameters: fundamental frequency, shimmer, HNR 
, maximum phonation time for /a/ e /z/, s/z coefficient and 
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Instability). On jitter and maximum phonation time for /s/ there 
were no statistically significant differences. 
The study of Gopi Kishore Pebbili and his colleagues [12] 
aimed to document the Dysphonia Severity Index (DSI) scores 
of 42 Indian children aged 8–12 years. DSI values were found 
to be significantly higher (p=0.027) in girls than in boys. DSI 
attempts to measure the severity of dysphonia based on the 
sustained production of a vowel, using a weighted combination 
of maximum phonation time, highest frequency, lowest 
intensity, and jitter (%) of an individual. 
In [13] correlation between perceptual and acoustic data was 
examined to identify measures that are useful in determining 
the severity of voice deviation in children. Recordings from 71 
children (aged 3–9 years) were used, containing the sustained 
sound /ε/ and the counting of numbers from 1 to 10.  Results 
showed that F0 measures correlate with strain to phonate; 
shimmer and GNE parameters correlate with general degree of 
voice deviation. 
In our earlier research [14] continuous speech was examined, 
where we investigated the relationship between the voices of 
healthy children and those with functional dysphonia (FD). The 
statistical analyses drew the conclusion that variations of jitter 
and shimmer values with HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio) and 
the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients (referred to as ‘MFCC01’) are good indicators to 
separate healthy voices from voices with FD in the case of 
children. Samples from healthy children and adult voices were 
also compared giving a clear conclusion that differences exist 
in the examined acoustical parameters even between the two 
groups. It is necessary to carry out the investigations separately 
on children's voices as well; we cannot use adult voices to draw 
any conclusions regarding children's voices. 
The goal of this research is to identify further acoustic 
parameters that are able to distinguish healthy voices of 
children from ones with dysphonia. For this reason statistical 
analyses was prepared, followed by a detailed classification 
experiment. Thus, setting a basis of a future mobile health 
application for the early recognition of dysphonia in the case of 
children.  
Section 2 briefly describes the speech material used in the 
experiments, followed by the description of the measured 
acoustic parameters, the statistical evaluation, parameter 
reduction and model building. Our results are shown in Section 
3, followed by the discussion and the future direction in Section 
4. 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A diagnostic support system for the early recognition of 
dysphonia in the voices of children would follow the logic 
described in Fig 1. The A/D converter digitizes the analogue 
speech signal of the child, after which the signal is normalized. 
In continuous speech, the measuring locations must be 
determined. Since in this work the acoustic parameters are 
measured on phonemes, phoneme level segmentation is 
required. Acoustic parameters (described in paragraph B) are 
extracted from the selected phonemes and arranged into a 
feature vector. The feature vector is given to a classifier to 
perform binary classification (healthy or unhealthy).  Prior 
knowledge is gained by the processing of a carefully built 
speech database (described in paragraph A) and an optimal 
classification model using the acoustic parameters with great 
distinguishing power (classifier model). The system produces 
an output; this decision is shown on the user interface of the 
application. This study focuses on the automatic classification 
of voices of children with dysphonia.  
A. Dysphonic and Healthy Child Speech Database 
Sound samples from children were collected at several 
kindergartens. All the recordings were made with parental 
consent, mostly in the presence of the children's parents. The 
children recited a poem entitled “The Squirrel”, written by a 
logopedic specialist. This poem was chosen for therapeutic 
reasons, speech therapists using the poem during treatment, and 
because children in the 5-10 year old age group are very fond 
of the poem and it is easy for them to learn. The most frequent 
vowel in the poem is the vowel [o], with 16 pieces followed by 
14 pieces of the vowel [O] and 9 pieces of vowel [E]. 
The recordings were made using a near field microphone 
(Monacor ECM-100), Creative Soundblaster Audigy 2 NX 
outer USB sound card, with 44.100 Hz sampling rate and 16-bit 
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 linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referred with 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segmentation was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme segmentator, which was 
developed in our laboratory, followed by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used in this work: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
had vocal nodes, the rest had functional dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experiments. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of children. These acoustic parameters 
showed significant difference on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to extract these acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, we are attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voices from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters 
measured on different phonetic classes (for example nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) means, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms 
rate. For each frame LPC coefficients were measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
was used by us in adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shimmer is the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a similar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following formula: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
recognition, where frequency bands are equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on needs to do the following 
steps: first we need to frame the signal into short frames, for 
each frame we need to calculate the periodogram estimate of 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
power in dB of the jth spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 means, standard 
deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o], nasals ([m], 
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
and [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ] 
and [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of the speech signal 
in the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order according to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter 
IMFs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
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band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order according to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter 
IMFs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referred with 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segmentation was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme segmentator, which was 
developed in our laboratory, followed by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used in this work: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
had vocal nodes, the rest had functional dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experiments. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of children. These acoustic parameters 
showed significant difference on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to extract these acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, we are attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voices from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters 
measured on different phonetic classes (for example nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) means, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms 
rate. For each frame LPC coefficients were measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
was used by us in adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
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where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shimmer is the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a similar way: 
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HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
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Hd is the value of Shannon entropy for each d = 1, 2,…D of 
the log-transformed IMFs. D is the total number of extracted 
IMFs, while the Shannon entropy for a discrete signal is defined 
as 
 
𝐸𝐸(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) = −𝐾𝐾∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖=1 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖                 (6) 
 
where K is a positive constant. 
Thus, in this research 124 acoustic parameters were 
calculated (acoustic parameter set using all 124 parameters 
further referred to as “starting parameters”). For the extraction 
of the acoustic parameters a software was used that was 
developed in the Laboratory of Speech Acoustics.  
C. Statistical analyses of acoustic parameters and decision 
methods 
T-test compares two averages (means) and concludes if they 
are different from each other. It also shows us how significant 
the differences are. In other words, it lets us know if those 
differences could have happened by chance. Two sample T-
tests were used for statistical significance testing for the mean 
values of the acoustic parameters between healthy voices and 
those with dysphonia (all parameters obtained were disposed by 
using SPSS20.0 software). Where F tests showed significant 
variances of an acoustic parameter within the groups (with 
significance level 95% (α = 0.05), Welch’s T-test was used. 
Welch's T-test is insensitive to equality of the variances 
regardless of whether the sample sizes are similar. Our 
assumption is that the distributions are normal, but T tests are 
relatively robust to moderate violations of the normality 
assumption.  
D. Feature selection and classification 
A two-class classification was performed between healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia using leave-
one-out cross validation, with SVM (support vector machine) 
classifier. SVM is a supervised machine-learning algorithm that 
is used mainly for binary classification tasks (for machine-
learning tests, RapidMiner Studio 7.5 was used). SVM was 
used in this research because the classifier has achieved good 
results in the classification of healthy and pathological speech 
in the case of adults.  
While with the help of the T-test we can identify all the 
acoustic parameters that are significantly different in the 
examined two groups one-by-one, it does not give us all the 
acoustic parameters that are useful in the automatic 
classification. Significant parameters may have high 
correlations with each other and this examination does not say 
anything about possible useful parameter combinations. 
Subsets that are more effective for classification may exist, 
instead of selecting only significant parameters. In the hope of 
finding the best acoustic parameter subset as input vector 
Forward feature selection algorithm was used. This is an 
iterative algorithm, which chooses the best feature that 
improves the accuracy in regards of a cost or objective function 
(maximum accuracy), in each step by adding an acoustic 
parameter to the set of parameters already chosen. It starts with 
an empty set and stops after a number (here with set this number 
to 3) of generations without improval. In this way, the FFS 
algorithm also reduces dimensionality.  
III. RESULTS 
A. Statistical analysis of healthy voices and voices of children 
suffering from dysphonia 
In the statistical analysis, the null hypothesis states that the 
means of the two groups are equal. The calculated p-value is a 
probability that measures the evidence against the null 
hypothesis. A smaller p-value provides stronger evidence 
against the null hypothesis. To determine whether the 
difference between the two group means is statistically 
significant we compare the p-value to a significance level. In 
practice, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels are used. The 
significance level of 0.05 represents a 5% risk and concludes 
that there is a difference when there is no real difference.  
F0, jitter(ddp) and shimmer(ddp) means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups.  
Formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
showed significant difference in more cases, presented in Table 
II. The table shows summary statistics for acoustic parameters 
significant at 0.1 significance level. Formant frequencies were 
significant in case of vowel [o], but not in case of [E]. This can 
be explained with the difference in the number of occurrences 
of the vowels. 
B. Classification results 
In the binary classification experiment, several cases were 
examined, trying out different input vectors. For classification 
an SVM classifier was used with linear and radial basis function 
(rbf) kernel. Each parameter is scaled to [0, 1]. 
First, all the parameters calculated were used as input. 
Acoustic parameters which showed significant difference with 
at least p<0.1 significance level were selected separately and 
used as input vector as well. Note that if an acoustic parameter 
does not show significant difference between the voices of 
healthy children and the voices of ones with dysphonia it can 
still have great distinguishing power. For this reason, the 
Forward feature selection (FFS) algorithm was used.  
TABLE I 
THE CHILD VOICE DATABASE USED 
 
 Diagnosis  
Sex Dysphonia Healthy Sum 
Girl 5 15 20 
Boy 20 19 39 
Sum 25 34 59 
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deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o], nasals ([m], 
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high ow ls, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
and [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ]
and [d’]). Moreover, SPI w s calculated n the whole sample 
as well. SPI is the av rage ratio of nergy of the speech signal 
in the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the hi h frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequenci s, indicating a softer voice
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating he speech signal.  The IMFs are ar anged in 
a atrix in sorted order a cording to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency c mponents of the signal, the latter 
IMFs repres nt the lower frequency components. We calculate 
linear c ding. The duration of the recordings is ab ut 20 
s conds each. 
All re ordings were annotated an  segment d on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. I  the rest of 
this articl , vowels and other sounds will be referred ith 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segment tion was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme seg entator, hich was 
developed in our lab ratory, follow d by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used i  this work: 25 voices from 
childre  with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
h d vocal nodes, the rest ha  functi nal dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
nclusion th t acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first omponent ( 1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of childre . These acoustic parameters 
showed signific nt diff rence on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most fr quent vowel in the poem is the [ ], it is 
sufficient to extract these a stic parameters on it. 
In this work, we ar  attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voic s from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMF ntropy) acoustic parameters 
m asured on diffe ent phonetic classes (for exam le nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) eans, standard deviations an  
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
t frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calcul ted on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were c lcul ted on 
vowels [E] nd [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
pplying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at  10 ms 
rate. For each fra e LPC coefficients wer  measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant fr quencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
w s used by us in a ult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmoni s-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standar  deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
wher  N is th  number of periods, and T is the leng h of 
the p riods. Shimmer i the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a similar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following formula: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy f the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral co fficients) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
r cog ition, where fr qu ncy bands ar  equally spaced n the 
m l scale, that appr ximates the huma  auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on n eds t  do th  following 
st ps: first we need to frame the signal into short frames, for 
each frame we n ed to calculate the periodogram esti ate of 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
po er in dB of th  jth spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 eans, standard 
deviations and ra ges were calculated on vowel [o], asals ([m], 
[ ] and [J]), low owels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
nd [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ] 
and [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated n the w ole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of th  speech signal 
in the low fr quency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequen y 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent sign l into elementary signal 
c mponents c lled intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order accordi g to frequency. The first few 
IMFs a e the high f equency components of the signal, the latter
I Fs repr s nt the lower frequency components. We calculate 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referred with 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segmentation was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme seg entator, hich was 
developed in our laboratory, followed by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used in this work: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
had vocal nodes, the rest had functional dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of children. These acoustic parameters 
showed significant difference on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to extract these acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, we are attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voices from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters 
measured on different phonetic classes (for example nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) eans, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms 
rate. For each frame LPC coefficients were measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
was used by us in adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shim er is the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a si ilar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following form la: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
recognition, where frequency bands are equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on needs to do the following 
steps: first we need to frame the signal into short frames, for 
each frame we need to calculate the periodogram esti ate of 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
power in dB of the jth spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 means, standard 
deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o], nasals ([m], 
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
and [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ] 
and [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of the speech signal 
in the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order according to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter 
I Fs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on ph neme
l vel, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this arti le, vowels and other soun s will b  referred with
SAMPA characters in brackets. The seg entati  as made
w th the h lp of an automatic phoneme seg entator, hich as
devel ped in our laboratory, followed by manu l corrections. A
total of 59 recordings were used in thi  work: 25 voices from
children w th dysph nia (mean ag : 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children
had vocal nodes, the rest ad fu c ional dysphonia) and 34
recordi gs from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)).
T ble I su marizes the recor ings fr m the database used in
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic parameters
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of he mel-frequency cepstral 
efficients re good indicators to separate healthy and
dysphonic voi es in case of hildren. These acoustic parameters
showed significant difference n vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:].
Since the most frequent vowel i  the poem i  the [o], i  i
ufficient to extr c thes  acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, w  are attempting o expand the set f used
acoustic parameters that ld be helpful in the automatic 
classification of child n with healthy voices from those with
dysph nic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrat d Soft Phonation
Index (SPI) and Empirical mod  decomposition (EMD) based 
fr quency band atios (IMF ntropy) acoustic arameters 
m asured on different phonetic classes (for exam le nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of ysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameter also needs to be
investigated in contin ous children speech. 
The following acoustic para eters were used in this study:
Fundamental frequency (F0) eans, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [ ]. The fundamental
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation metho
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations
and anges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW)
means, standard devi tio s and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long sign  at  10 ms
rate. For e ch frame LPC coefficien s were measured. The
lgorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fund mental
frequency and for ant frequencies we want d to examine if
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E]
was used by us in adul  sp ech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
R tio) means, stan ard d viations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute ifferen e between
consecutive time perio s (T) in speech, divided by the average
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
where N is the nu ber of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shim er is the average absolute difference 
betw en cons cutive differences between the a pli udes of 
cons cutive periods. It calculation goes in a si ilar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following formula: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficie ts) means, 
standard deviati ns and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic sp ech and speaker
recognition, where frequency bands are equally spaced on the
mel scale, that approximates the human auditory system's
spo se. To calculat  th  MFCCs on n eds to do the foll wing
st ps: first we need t  frame the signal i to short fra es, f r
each frame we need to calculate the p riod gram sti ate of
th  power spectrum. Then apply the mel f lterbank t  the powe
spectra, sum the nergy in each filter and take the logarithm 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





here N repres n s the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
po er in dB of th  jth spectral value (k runs fro  1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Pho ation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 ea s, standard
deviations and ra ges were calculated on vowel [o], asals ([m], 
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
a  [Z]), voiced plo ives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], dZ]
a d [d’]). Moreo er, SPI was calcu ated on the whole sample
s well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of the speech signal
i  the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the hig  frequenc
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that m ans the energy
s concentrat d in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voi e 
[17].
IMFentropy is an empi ical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multico ponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each
of these IMFs contributes bo h n mplitude and f equency
t wards gener ting the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in
a matrix in sorted o der according to frequency. The first few
I s are the hig  frequency components of the signal, the latter
I Fs represent the lower freque cy components. W calculate
linear coding. The duration of the rec rdings is about 20 
seconds ea . 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
leve , using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In th  rest of
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referr d with
SAMPA characters in brack ts. The eg entati n as made
with the help f an automatic ph neme seg entat r, hich as
devel ped in ur laboratory, foll wed by manual corrections. A
total f 59 reco dings we e used in this work: 25 voi es from
children with dysp onia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children
had vocal nodes, t e rest ad functional dysphonia) and 34
recordings from healthy ildren (me n age: 5.35(±0.54)).
Table I su marizes the re ordings from the database used in
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR
and the first comp nent (c1) f the m l-frequency cepstral
coefficients are g od indicat rs to s pa ate healthy and
dysphonic voic s in case of children. These coustic parameters
showed significant difference on vow ls [E], [o], [O], [A:].
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is
sufficient to ex ract th se acoustic parameters on i . 
In this work, we are attemp ng to expand the set of used 
acous ic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic
classif ati  of children with healthy voices from those with
dysph nic es.  
In ur earlier work [16] we dem nstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode dec mposition (EMD) based
frequency band rat os (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters
m asured on different phonetic classes (for exam le nasals,
vowels, fricatives etc.) correla e with the severity of ysphonia
i  adult spee h. F rther paramet rs also nee s to be
vestigated in ontin ous children sp ech. 
The following aco stic para ters were used in this study: 
Fundam ntal frequency (F0) an , standard deviat ons and
ranges w re calculated on vowels [E] and [ ]. The fundamental
frequency calculation was done by an aut correlation method
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges wer  calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
For ant f quency bandwidth (F1B , F2B , F3B ) 
means, standard deviatio s and ranges were calculated on
vowels [E] nd [o]. Forma t frequency tracking was realized by
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms
rate. For e ch frame LPC coefficient were measured. The
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental
frequency and for ant frequencies we wanted to examine if
th re is a differe ce be ween the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E]
was used by us i  adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Rat ) means, standard deviations and ranges w re calculat d
on v wel [o]. Ji ter is the average absolute iffer nce betwe n
consecutive time peri ds (T) in spe ch, divi ed by the average
time period. Calculati n of jitter go s as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
wher  N i  the nu ber of periods, and T is the length of 
the p riod . Shim r is the av rag  absolut  differenc  
betw en cons cutiv  differenc s b tw en th  a plitud s of 
cons cutive p riods. Its calculation go s in a si ilar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represen s the degree o  aco stic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit he following orm la: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy f the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the n ise omponent. 
12 FCC (mel-frequen y cepstr l coefficie ts) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were c culat d o  vowel [o].
MFCCs are w dely used in autom tic spe ch and speaker
recognition, wher  frequency bands re equ lly spaced on the
mel scale, th t approximates the human uditory system's
res onse. To c lculate the MFCCs on needs to d  the following
ste s: first we need to fr me th  signal into sh rt fra es, f r
each frame we need to c lculat the per odogram esti ate f
th  power spectrum. Then apply the mel f lterbank t  the power
sp ctra, sum the nergy in each filt r and take the l garithm of
all filterbank en rgies. MFCCs ar  the output of a Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given
by the following equation: 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
po er in dB of th  jth spectral value (k runs fro  1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 eans, standard
deviations and ra ges were c lculat d on vowel [o], asals ([m], 
[ ] and [J]), low v wels, high vow ls, voiced spir t  ([v], [z]
a  [Z]), voiced pl sives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ
a d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample
s w ll. SPI is the average r tio of energy of the speech signal
in th  ow frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequenc
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large tha   means th  en rg
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a ofter voice
[17]. 
IMF ntropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multico onent signal into elemen a y signal
component called intrinsic m de functions (IMFs) [20].  Ea h
of these IMFs contributes b th in amplitude and frequen y
tow rds generating the sp e h signal.  The IMFs re ar ang d in
a m trix in sor ed order ac ording to frequency. The first few
I s are the hig  frequency components of the signal, the latter
represent t e low r frequency compo ents. We c lculate
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on ph neme 
l ve , using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of
this arti le, vowels and other soun s will b  referr d with 
SAMPA characters in brack ts. The egmentatio  was made
with the h lp of an automatic phoneme seg entat r, hich as
developed in ur laboratory, foll wed by manu l corrections. A 
total f 59 reco dings we e used in this work: 25 voi es from
children with dysph nia (mean ag : 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children
had vocal nodes, t e rest had fu ctional dysphonia) and 34 
recordi gs from healthy c ildren (me n age: 5.35(±0.54)).
T ble I summarizes the re or ings fr m the database used in 
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic p rameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral
efficients re g od indicat rs to s pa ate healthy and 
dysphonic voi s in case of hildren. These coustic parameters
showed significant difference n vow ls [E], [o], [O], [A:].
Since the most frequent vowel i  the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to ex r ct th s acoustic parameters on i . 
In this work, w  are attempting to expand the set f used 
acous ic parameters that ld be helpful in the automatic
classif ation of childr n with healthy voices from those with
dysphonic es.  
In ur earlier work [16] we demonstrat d Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode dec mposition (EMD) based 
frequency band rat os (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters
m asured on diffe ent phonetic classes (for exam le nasals,
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also nee s to be
i vestigated in ontin ous children sp ech. 
The following aco stic param ters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) an , standard deviat ons and
ranges w re calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an aut correlation metho
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
t f quency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard devi tions and ranges were calculated on
vowels [E] and [o]. Forma t frequency tracking was realized by
applying G ussian window for a 150 ms long sign l at  10 ms 
rate. For e ch frame LPC coefficient were measured. The
lgorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fund mental
frequency and for ant frequencies we want d to examine if 
th re is a difference be ween the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E]
was used by us i  adult sp ech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
R tio) means, stan ard d viations and ranges were calculated 
on v wel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute differ n e betwe n 
consecutive time perio s (T) in speech, divi ed by the average
time period. Calculati n of jitter go s as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the p riods. Shim er is the average absolute difference 
betw en cons cutiv  differenc s b tween th  ampli ud s of 
cons cutive p riods. It calculation go s in a si ilar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following form la: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the n ise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequen y cepstral coefficients) means, 
standard deviati ns and ranges were c lculated o  vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are w dely used in automatic sp ch and speaker
recognition, wher  frequency bands re equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human uditory system's
r spo se. To c lculat  th  MFCCs on n eds to do the foll wing
st s: first we need t  frame the signal i to sh rt frames, for 
each frame we need to c lculat the p r od gram sti ate f
th  power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
sp ctra, sum the nergy in each filter and take the l garithm f
all filterbank en rgies. MFCCs ar  the output of a Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the
po er in dB of th  j h spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 eans, standard 
deviations and ra ges were calculated on vowel [o], asals ([m],
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vow ls, voiced spira t  ([v], [z]
a d [Z]), voiced pl sives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ  
d’]). Moreo er, SPI was calculated on the whole sample
s well. SPI is the average r tio of energy of the speech signal
i  th  low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the hig  frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large tha   m ans th  en rg
is concentrat d in the low frequencies, indicating a ofter voi e
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elemen a y signal
component called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each
of these IMFs contributes b th in mplitude and frequen y 
t wards gener ting the sp ech signal.  The IMFs re ar ang d in
a m trix in sorted order ac ording to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter
represent t e low r freque cy components. We calculatethe entropy (E) for each IMF. The frequency band ratios of 







Hd is the value of Shannon entropy for each d = 1, 2, D of 
the log-transformed IMFs. D is the total number of extracted 
IMFs, while the Shannon entropy for a discrete signal is defined 
as 
 
𝐸𝐸(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) = −𝐾𝐾∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖=1 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖                 (6) 
 
where K is a positive constant. 
Thus, in this research 124 acoustic parameters were 
calculated (acoustic parameter set using all 124 parameters 
further referred to as “starting parameters”). For the extraction 
of the acoustic parameters a software was used that was 
developed in the Laboratory of Speech Acoustics.  
C. Statistical analyses of acoustic parameters and decision 
methods 
T-test compares two averages (means) and concludes if they 
are different from each other. It also shows us how significant 
the differences are. In other words, it lets us know if those 
differences could have happened by chance. Two sample T-
tests were used for statistical significance testing for the mean 
values of the acoustic parameters between healthy voices and 
those with dysphonia (all parameters obtained were disposed by 
using SPSS20.0 software). here F tests showed significant 
variances of an acoustic parameter within the groups (with 
significance level 95% (α = 0.05), elch’s T-test was used. 
elch's T-test is insensitive to equality of the variances 
regardless of whether the sample sizes are similar. Our 
assumption is that the distributions are normal, but T tests are 
relatively robust to moderate violations of the normality 
assumption.  
D. Feature selection and classification 
A two-class classification was performed between healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia using leave-
one-out cross validation, with SVM (support vector machine) 
classifier. SVM is a supervised machine-learning algorithm that 
is used mainly for binary classification tasks (for machine-
learning tests, RapidMiner Studio 7.5 was used). SVM was 
used in this research because the classifier has achieved good 
results in the classification of healthy and pathological speech 
in the case of adults.  
hile with the help of the T-test we can identify all the 
acoustic parameters that are significantly different in the 
examined two groups one-by-one, it does not give us all the 
acoustic parameters that are useful in the automatic 
classification. Significant parameters may have high 
correlations with each other and this examination does not say 
anything about possible useful parameter combinations. 
Subsets that are more effective for classification may exist, 
instead of selecting only significant parameters. In the hope of 
finding the best acoustic parameter subset as input vector 
Forward feature selection algorithm was used. This is an 
iterative algorithm, which chooses the best feature that 
improves the accuracy in regards of a cost or objective function 
(maximum accuracy), in each step by adding an acoustic 
parameter to the set of parameters already chosen. It starts with 
an empty set and stops after a number (here with set this number 
to 3) of generations without improval. In this way, the FFS 
algorithm also reduces dimensionality.  
III. RESULTS 
A. Statistical analysis of healthy voices and voices of children 
suffering from dysphonia 
In the statistical analysis, the null hypothesis states that the 
means of the two groups are equal. The calculated p-value is a 
probability that measures the evidence against the null 
hypothesis. A smaller p-value provides stronger evidence 
against the null hypothesis. To determine whether the 
difference between the two group means is statistically 
significant we compare the p-value to a significance level. In 
practice, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels are used. The 
significance level of 0.05 represents a 5% risk and concludes 
that there is a difference when there is no real difference.  
F0, jitter(ddp) and shimmer(ddp) means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups.  
Formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
showed significant difference in more cases, presented in Table 
II. The table shows summary statistics for acoustic parameters 
significant at 0.1 significance level. Formant frequencies were 
significant in case of vowel [o], but not in case of [E]. This can 
be explained with the difference in the number of occurrences 
of the vowels. 
B. Classification results 
In the binary classification experiment, several cases were 
examined, trying out different input vectors. For classification 
an SVM classifier was used with linear and radial basis function 
(rbf) kernel. Each parameter is scaled to [0, 1]. 
First, all the parameters calculated were used as input. 
Acoustic parameters which showed significant difference with 
at least p<0.1 significance level were selected separately and 
used as input vector as well. Note that if an acoustic parameter 
does not show significant difference between the voices of 
healthy children and the voices of ones with dysphonia it can 
still have great distinguishing power. For this reason, the 
Forward feature selection (FFS) algorithm was used.  
TABLE I 
THE CHILD VOICE DATABASE USED 
 
 Diagnosis  
Sex Dysphonia Healthy Sum 
Girl 5 15 20 
Boy 20 19 39 
Sum 25 34 59 
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Hd is the value of Shannon entropy for each d = 1, 2,…D of 
the log-transformed IMFs. D is the total number of extracted 
IMFs, while the Shannon entropy for a discrete signal is defined 
as 
 
𝐸𝐸(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) = −𝐾𝐾∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖=1 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖                 (6) 
 
where K is a positive constant. 
Thus, in this research 124 acoustic parameters were 
calculated (acoustic parameter set using all 124 parameters 
further referred to as “starting parameters”). For the extraction 
of the acoustic parameters a software was used that was 
developed in the Laboratory of Speech Acoustics.  
C. Statistical analyses of acoustic parameters and decision 
methods 
T-test compares two averages (means) and concludes if they 
are different from each other. It also shows us how significant 
the differences are. In other words, it lets us know if those 
differences could have happened by chance. Two sample T-
tests were used for statistical significance testing for the mean 
values of the acoustic parameters between healthy voices and 
those with dysphonia (all parameters obtained were disposed by 
using SPSS20.0 software). Where F tests showed significant 
variances of an acoustic parameter within the groups (with 
significance level 95% (α = 0.05), Welch’s T-test was used. 
Welch's T-test is insensitive to equality of the variances 
regardless of whether the sample sizes are similar. Our 
assumption is that the distributions are normal, but T tests are 
relatively robust to moderate violations of the normality 
assumption.  
D. Feature selection and classification 
A two-class classification was performed between healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia using leave-
one-out cross validation, with SVM (support vector machine) 
classifier. SVM is a supervised machine-learning algorithm that 
is used mainly for binary classification tasks (for machine-
learning tests, RapidMiner Studio 7.5 was used). SVM was 
used in this research because the classifier has achieved good 
results in the classification of healthy and pathological speech 
in the case of adults.  
While with the help of the T-test we can identify all the 
acoustic parameters that are significantly different in the 
examined two groups one-by-one, it does not give us all the 
acoustic parameters that are useful in the automatic 
classification. Significant parameters may have high 
correlations with each other and this examination does not say 
anything about possible useful parameter combinations. 
Subsets that are more effective for classification may exist, 
instead of selecting only significant parameters. In the hope of 
finding the best acoustic parameter subset as input vector 
Forward feature selection algorithm was used. This is an 
iterative algorithm, which chooses the best feature that 
improves the accuracy in regards of a cost or objective function 
(maximum accuracy), in each step by adding an acoustic 
parameter to the set of parameters already chosen. It starts with 
an empty set and stops after a number (here with set this number 
to 3) of generations without improval. In this way, the FFS 
algorithm also reduces dimensionality.  
III. RESULTS 
A. Statistical analysis of healthy voices and voices of children 
suffering from dysphonia 
In the statistical analysis, the null hypothesis states that the 
means of the two groups are equal. The calculated p-value is a 
probability that measures the evidence against the null 
hypothesis. A smaller p-value provides stronger evidence 
against the null hypothesis. To determine whether the 
difference between the two group means is statistically 
significant we compare the p-value to a significance level. In 
practice, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels are used. The 
significance level of 0.05 represents a 5% risk and concludes 
that there is a difference when there is no real difference.  
F0, jitter(ddp) and shimmer(ddp) means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups.  
Formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
showed significant difference in more cases, presented in Table 
II. The table shows summary statistics for acoustic parameters 
significant at 0.1 significance level. Formant frequencies were 
significant in case of vowel [o], but not in case of [E]. This can 
be explained with the difference in the number of occurrences 
of the vowels. 
B. Classification results 
In the binary classification experiment, several cases were 
examined, trying out different input vectors. For classification 
an SVM classifier was used with linear and radial basis function 
(rbf) kernel. Each parameter is scaled to [0, 1]. 
First, all the parameters calculated were used as input. 
Acoustic parameters which showed significant difference with 
at least p<0.1 significance level were selected separately and 
used as input vector as well. Note that if an acoustic parameter 
does not show significant difference between the voices of 
healthy children and the voices of ones with dysphonia it can 
still have great distinguishing power. For this reason, the 
Forward feature selection (FFS) algorithm was used.  
TABLE I 
THE CHILD VOICE DATABASE USED 
 
 Diagnosis  
Sex Dysphonia Healthy Sum 
Girl 5 15 20 
Boy 20 19 39 
Sum 25 34 59 
 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referred with 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segmentation was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme segmentator, which was 
developed in our laboratory, followed by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used in this work: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
had vocal nodes, the rest had functional dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experiments. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of children. These acoustic parameters 
showed significant difference on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to extract these acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, we are attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voices from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters 
measured on different phonetic classes (for example nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) means, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms 
rate. For each frame LPC coefficients were measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
was used by us in adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shimmer is the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a similar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following formula: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
recognition, where frequency bands are equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on needs to do the following 
steps: first we need to frame the signal into short frames, for 
each frame we need to calculate the periodogram estimate of 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
power in dB of the jth spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 means, standard 
deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o], nasals ([m], 
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
and [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ] 
and [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of the speech signal 
in the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order according to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter 
IMFs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
the entropy (E) for each IMF. The frequency band ratios of 







Hd is the value of Shannon entropy for each d = 1, 2,…D of 
the log-transformed IMFs. D is the total number of extracted 
IMFs, while the Shannon entropy for a discrete signal is defined 
as 
 
𝐸𝐸(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) = −𝐾𝐾∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖=1 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖                 (6) 
 
where K is a positive constant. 
Thus, in this research 124 acoustic parameters were
calculated (acoustic parameter set using all 124 parameters 
further referred to as “starting parameters”). For the extraction 
of the acoustic parameters a software was used that was
developed in the Laboratory of Speech Acoustics.  
C. Statistical analyses of acoustic parameters and decision 
methods 
T-test compares two averages (means) and concludes if they 
are different from each other. It also shows us how significant 
the differences are. In other words, it lets us know if those 
differences could have happened by chance. Two sample T-
tests were used for statistical significance t sting for the mean 
values of the acoustic parameters between healthy voices and 
those with dysphonia (all parameters obtaine were disposed b
using SPSS20.0 software). Where F tests showed 
variances of an acoustic parameter within the groups (with
significance level 95% (α = 0.05), Welch’s T-test was used. 
Welch's T-test is insensitive to equality of the variances
regardless of whe her the sampl  sizes are similar. Our
assumption is t at the distributions are normal, but T te ts are
relatively robust to moderate viola ions of the normality
assumption. 
D. Feature selection and classification 
A two-class classification was performed between healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia using leave-
one-out cross validation, with SVM (support vector machine) 
classifier. SVM is a supervised machine-learning algorithm that 
is used mainly for binary classification tasks (for machine-
learning tests, RapidMiner Studio 7.5 was used). SVM was 
used in this research because the classifier has achi ved good
results in the lassification of healthy and pathological speech 
in the case of adults.  
While with the hel  of the T-test w  can identify all the
acoustic paramete s th t are gnificantly different in the 
examined two groups o -by-one, it does not give us all the
acoustic parameters that are useful in the automatic
classification. Significa t parameters may have hig
correlations with each other and this examination does not say 
anything about possible useful parameter combin tions.
Subsets th t are more effective for cl ssification may exist,
instead of selecting only significant parameters. In the hope of
finding the best acoustic parameter subset as input vector
Forward feature selection algorithm was used. This is an 
iterative algorithm, which chooses the best feature that 
improves the accuracy in regards of a cost or objective function 
(maximum accuracy), in each step by adding an acoustic 
parameter to the set of parameters already chosen. It starts with 
an empty set and stops after a number (here with set this number 
to 3) of g nerations without improval. In this way, the FFS
algor thm ls  reduces dimensionality.  
III. RESULTS 
A. Statistical analysis of healthy voices and voices of children 
suffering from dysphonia 
In the statistical analysis, the null hypothesis states that the 
means of the two groups are equal. The calculated p-value is a 
probability that measures the evidence against the null 
hypothesis. A smaller p-value provides stronger evidence 
against the null hyp t esis. T  determine whether the 
difference between the two group means is statistically 
significant we compare the p-val e to a significanc  level. In
practice, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels are used. The
significance level of 0.05 represents a 5% risk a d concludes
that there is a difference when there is no real difference.  
F0, jitter(ddp) and shimmer(ddp) means, standard deviations
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two
groups.  
Formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy
howed significant difference in more cases, prese ted i  Table 
II. The table shows summary statistics f r acoustic parameters 
significant at 0.1 significance level. Formant frequencies were 
significant in case of vowel [o], but not in case of [E]. T is can 
be explained with the difference in the number of occurrences 
of the vowels. 
B. Classification results 
In the binary classification experiment, several cases were 
examined, trying out different input vectors. For classification 
an SVM classifier was used with linear and radial basis function 
(rbf) kernel. Each parameter is scaled to [0, 1]. 
First, all the parameters calculated were used as input. 
Acoustic parameters which showed significant difference with 
at least p<0.1 significance lev l were select d separat ly and
used as input vect r as w ll. Note that if an acoustic parameter
does not show significant d fference between the voices of
healthy children and the voice  of ones with dysphonia it can 
still have great distinguishing pow r. Fo  thi  reason, the
Forward fe ture s lection (FFS) algorithm was used.  
TABLE I 
THE CHILD VOICE DATABASE USED 
 
 Diagnosis  
Sex Dysphonia Healthy Sum 
Girl 5 15 20 
Boy 20 19 39 
Sum 25 34 59 
 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referred with 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segmentation was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme segmentator, which was 
developed in our laboratory, followed by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used in this work: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
had vocal nodes, the rest had functional dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experiments. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of children. These acoustic parameters 
showed significant difference on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to extract these acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, we are attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voices from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters 
measured on different phonetic classes (for example nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) means, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms 
rate. For each frame LPC coefficients were measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
was used by us in adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (1) 
 
where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shimmer is the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a similar way: 
 




∗ 100 [%] (2) 
 
HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following formula: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
recognition, where frequency bands are equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on needs to do the following 
steps: first we need to frame the signal into short frames, for 
each frame we need to calculate the periodogram estimate of 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
power in dB of the jth spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 means, standard 
deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o], nasals ([m], 
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
and [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ] 
and [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of the speech signal 
in the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order according to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter 
IMFs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is ab ut 20 
s conds each. 
All re ordings were annotated an  segment d on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. I  the rest of 
this articl , vowels and other sounds will be referred ith 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segment tion was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme segmentator, which was 
developed in our lab ratory, follow d by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used i  this work: 25 voices from 
childre  with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
h d vocal nodes, the rest ha  functi nal dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experiments. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
nclusion th t acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first omponent ( 1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicat rs to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of childre . These acoustic parameters 
showed signific nt diff rence on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most fr quent vowel in the poem is the [ ], it is 
sufficient to extract these a stic parameters on it. 
In this work, we ar  attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voic s from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters 
measured on different phonetic classes (for example nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) means, standard deviations an  
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
t frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calcul ted on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were c lcul ted on 
vowels [E] nd [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
pplying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at  10 ms 
rate. For each fra e LPC coefficients wer  measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant fr quencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
w s used by us in a ult sp ech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmoni s-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standar  deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
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wher  N is th  number of periods, and T is the leng h of 
the p riods. Shimmer i the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a similar way: 
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HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following formula: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy f the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral co fficients) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
r cog ition, where fr qu ncy bands ar  equally spaced n the 
m l scale, that appr ximates the huma  auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on n eds t  do th  following 
st ps: first we need to frame the signal into short frames, for 
each frame we n ed to calculate the periodogram estimate f 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
power in dB of the jth spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 means, standard 
deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o], nasals ([m], 
[ ] and [J]), low owels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
nd [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ] 
a d [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the w ole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of th  speech signal 
in the low fr quency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequen y 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent sign l into elementary signal 
c mponents c lled intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order accordi g to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter 
IMFs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referred with 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The segmentation was made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme seg entator, hich was 
developed in our laboratory, followed by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used in this work: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
had vocal nodes, the rest had functional dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I summarizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of children. These acoustic parameters 
showed significant difference on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to extract these acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, we are attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voices from those with 
dysphonic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based 
frequency band ratios (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters 
measured on different phonetic classes (for example nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in continuous children speech. 
The following acoustic parameters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) eans, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms 
rate. For each frame LPC coefficients were measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
was used by us in adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute difference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
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where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shim er is the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the amplitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a si ilar way: 
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HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following form la: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
recognition, where frequency bands are equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on needs to do the following 
steps: first we need to frame the signal into short frames, for 
each frame we need to calculate the periodogram esti ate of 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
power in dB of the jth spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 means, standard 
deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o], nasals ([m], 
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vowels, voiced spirants ([v], [z] 
and [Z]), voiced plosives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ] 
and [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of the speech signal 
in the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order according to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter 
I Fs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on phoneme 
level, using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of 
this article, vowels and other sounds will be referred with 
SAMPA characters in brackets. The seg entati n as made 
with the help of an automatic phoneme seg entator, hich was 
devel ped in our laboratory, followed by manual corrections. A 
total of 59 recordings were used in this work: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia (mean age: 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children 
had vocal nodes, the rest ad functional dysphonia) and 34 
recordings from healthy children (mean age: 5.35(±0.54)). 
Table I su marizes the recordings from the database used in 
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic parameters
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR 
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients are good indicators to separate healthy and 
dysphonic voices in case of children. These acoustic parameters 
showed significant difference on vowels [E], [o], [O], [A:]. 
Since the most frequent vowel in the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to extract these acoustic parameters on it. 
In this work, we are attempting to expand the set of used 
acoustic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic 
classification of children with healthy voices from those with 
dysph nic ones.  
In our earlier work [16] we demonstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mod  decomposition (EMD) based 
fr quency band atios (IMF ntropy) acoustic arameters
m asured on different phonetic classes (for exam le nasals, 
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of ysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also needs to be 
investigated in contin ous children speech. 
The following acoustic para eters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) eans, standard deviations and 
ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [ ]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an autocorrelation method 
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
Formant frequency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard deviatio s and ranges were calculated on 
vowels [E] and [o]. Formant frequency tracking was realized by 
applying Gaussian window for a 150 ms long signal at a 10 ms 
rate. For each frame LPC coefficients were measured. The 
algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental 
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if 
there is a difference between the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E] 
was used by us in adult speech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Ratio) means, standard deviations and ranges were calculated 
on vowel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute ifference between 
consecutive time periods (T) in speech, divided by the average 
time period. Calculation of jitter goes as follows: 
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where N is the nu ber of periods, and T is the length of 
the periods. Shim er is the average absolute difference 
between consecutive differences between the a plitudes of 
consecutive periods. Its calculation goes in a si ilar way: 
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HNR represents the degree of acoustic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit the following formula: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the noise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficie ts) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were calculated on vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are widely used in automatic speech and speaker 
recognition, where frequency bands are equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human auditory system's 
response. To calculate the MFCCs on needs to do the following 
steps: first we need to frame the signal into short fra es, f r 
each frame we need to calculate the periodogram esti ate of 
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank t  the power 
spectra, sum the energy in each filter and take the logarithm of 
all filterbank energies. MFCCs are the output of a Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given 
by the following equation: 
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here N repres n s the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
po er in dB of th  jth spectral value (k runs fro  1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Pho ation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 ea s, standard
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and [d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample 
as well. SPI is the average ratio of energy of the speech signal 
in the low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequenc  
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large that  means the energy 
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a softer voice 
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elementary signal 
components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each 
of these IMFs contributes both in amplitude and frequency 
towards generating the speech signal.  The IMFs are arranged in 
a matrix in sorted order according to frequency. The first few 
I s are the hig  frequency components of the signal, the latter 
I Fs represent the lower frequency components. We calculate 
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acous ic parameters that could be helpful in the automatic
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In ur earlier work [16] we dem nstrated Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode dec mposition (EMD) based
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The following aco stic para ters were used in this study: 
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described in [17]. 
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algorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fundamental
frequency and formant frequencies we wanted to examine if
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Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
Rat ) means, standard deviations and ranges w re calculat d
on v wel [o]. Ji ter is the average absolute iffer nce betwe n
consecutive time peri ds (T) in spe ch, divi ed by the average
time period. Calculati n of jitter go s as follows: 
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the p riod . Shim r is the av rag  absolut  differenc  
betw en cons cutiv  differenc s b tw en th  a plitud s of 
cons cutive p riods. Its calculation go s in a si ilar way: 
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HNR represen s the degree o  aco stic periodicity. It is 
calculated wit he following orm la: 
 
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] (3) 
 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy f the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the n ise omponent. 
12 FCC (mel-frequen y cepstr l coefficie ts) means, 
standard deviations and ranges were c culated o  vowel [o].
MFCCs are w d ly used in autom tic spe ch and speaker
recognition, wher  frequency bands re equally spaced on the
mel scale, that approximates the human uditory system's
res onse. To c lculate the MFCCs on needs to d  the following
ste s: first we need to frame the signal into sh rt fra es, f r
each frame we need to c lculat the per odogram esti ate f
the power spectrum. Then apply the mel f lterbank t  the power
sp ctra, sum the energy in each filter and take the l garithm of
all filterbank en rgies. MFCCs ar  the output of a Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given
by the following equation: 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
po er in dB of th  jth spectral value (k runs fro  1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 eans, standard 
deviations and ra ges were calculated on vowel [o], asals ([m], 
[ ] and [J]), low v wels, high vow ls, voiced spira t  ([v], [z]
a  [Z]), voiced pl sives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ
a d’]). Moreover, SPI was calculated on the whole sample
s w ll. SPI is the average r tio of energy of the speech signal
in th  ow frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the high frequenc
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large tha   means th  en rg
is concentrated in the low frequencies, indicating a ofter voice
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD 
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elemen a y signal
component called intrinsic m de functions (IMFs) [20].  Ea h
of these IMFs contributes b th in amplitude and frequen y
tow rds generating the sp e h signal.  The IMFs re ar ang d in
a m trix in sor ed order ac ording to frequency. The first few
I s are the hig  frequency components of the signal, the latter
represent t e low r frequency components. We calculate
linear coding. The duration of the recordings is about 20 
seconds each. 
All recordings were annotated and segmented on ph neme 
l ve , using the SAMPA phonetic alphabet [15]. In the rest of
this arti le, vowels and other soun s will b  referr d with 
SAMPA characters in brack ts. The egmentatio  was made
with the h lp of an automatic phoneme seg entat r, hich as
developed in ur laboratory, foll wed by manu l corrections. A 
total f 59 reco dings we e used in this work: 25 voi es from
children with dysph nia (mean ag : 6.52(±1.94)) (3 children
had vocal nodes, t e rest had fu ctional dysphonia) and 34 
recordi gs from healthy c ildren (me n age: 5.35(±0.54)).
T ble I summarizes the re or ings fr m the database used in 
the experi ents. 
B. Acoustic parameters 
In our earlier study [14], statistical analyses draw the 
conclusion that acoustic parameters like jitter, shimmer, HNR
and the first component (c1) of the mel-frequency cepstral
efficients re g od indicat rs to s pa ate healthy and 
dysphonic voi s in case of hildren. These coustic parameters
showed significant difference n vow ls [E], [o], [O], [A:].
Since the most frequent vowel i  the poem is the [o], it is 
sufficient to ex r ct th s acoustic parameters on i . 
In this work, w  are attempting to expand the set f used 
acous ic parameters that ld be helpful in the automatic
classif ation of childr n with healthy voices from those with
dysphonic es.  
In ur earlier work [16] we demonstrat d Soft Phonation 
Index (SPI) and Empirical mode dec mposition (EMD) based 
frequency band rat os (IMFentropy) acoustic parameters
m asured on diffe ent phonetic classes (for exam le nasals,
vowels, fricatives etc.) correlate with the severity of dysphonia 
in adult speech. Further parameters also nee s to be
i vestigated in ontin ous children sp ech. 
The following aco stic param ters were used in this study: 
Fundamental frequency (F0) an , standard deviat ons and
ranges w re calculated on vowels [E] and [o]. The fundamental 
frequency calculation was done by an aut correlation metho
described in [17]. 
Formant frequency (F1, F2, F3) means, standard deviations 
and ranges were calculated on vowels [E] and [o].  
t f quency bandwidth (F1BW, F2BW, F3BW) 
means, standard devi tions and ranges were calculated on
vowels [E] and [o]. Forma t frequency tracking was realized by
applying G ussian window for a 150 ms long sign l at  10 ms 
rate. For e ch frame LPC coefficient were measured. The
lgorithm can be found in [16]. In case of fund mental
frequency and for ant frequencies we want d to examine if 
th re is a difference be ween the vowel [E] and [o]. Vowel [E]
was used by us i  adult sp ech.  
Jitter(ddp), shimmer(ddp), HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise 
R tio) means, stan ard d viations and ranges were calculated 
on v wel [o]. Jitter is the average absolute differ n e betwe n 
consecutive time perio s (T) in speech, divi ed by the average
time period. Calculati n of jitter go s as follows: 
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where N is the number of periods, and T is the length of 
the p riods. Shim er is the average absolute difference 
betw en cons cutiv  differenc s b tween th  ampli ud s of 
cons cutive p riods. It calculation go s in a si ilar way: 
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where 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 is  the energy of the harmonic component, while 
𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁is the energy of the n ise component. 
12 MFCC (mel-frequen y cepstral coefficients) means, 
standard deviati ns and ranges were c lculated o  vowel [o]. 
MFCCs are w dely used in automatic sp ch and speaker
recognition, wher  frequency bands re equally spaced on the 
mel scale, that approximates the human uditory system's
r spo se. To c lculat  th  MFCCs on n eds to do the foll wing
st s: first we need t  frame the signal i to sh rt frames, for 
each frame we need to c lculat the p r od gram sti ate f
th  power spectrum. Then apply the mel filterbank to the power 
sp ctra, sum the nergy in each filter and take the l garithm f
all filterbank en rgies. MFCCs ar  the output of a Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) on spectral values 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗. DCT is given
by the following equation: 
 
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠(
𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘−1)





where N represents the number of spectral values and 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  the 
po er in dB of th  j h spectral value (k runs from 1 to N). 
SPI (Soft Phonation Index) and 𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 eans, standard 
deviations and ra ges were calculated on vowel [o], asals ([m],
[n] and [J]), low vowels, high vow ls, voiced spira t  ([v], [z]
a d [Z]), voiced pl sives and affricates ([b], [d], [g], [dz], [dZ  
d’]). Moreo er, SPI was calculated on the whole sample
s well. SPI is the average r tio of energy of the speech signal
i  th  low frequency band (70-1600 Hz) to the hig  frequency 
band (1600-4500 Hz). If the ratio is large tha   m ans th  en rg
is concentrat d in the low frequencies, indicating a ofter voi e
[17]. 
IMFentropy is an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) 
based frequency band ratio acoustic parameter. EMD
decomposes a multicomponent signal into elemen a y signal
component called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [20].  Each
of these IMFs contributes b th in mplitude and frequen y 
t wards gener ting the sp ech signal.  The IMFs re ar ang d in
a m trix in sorted order ac ording to frequency. The first few 
IMFs are the high frequency components of the signal, the latter
represent t e low r freque cy components. We calculate
the entropy (E) for each IMF. The frequency band ratios of 







Hd is the value of Shannon entropy for each d = 1, 2,…D of 
the log-transformed IMFs. D is the total number of extracted 
IMFs, while the Shannon entropy for a discrete signal is defined 
as 
 
𝐸𝐸(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) = −𝐾𝐾∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖=1 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖                (6) 
 
where K is a p sitive constant. 
T us, in his research 124 acoustic parameters were
calculat (acoustic p rameter set using all 124 parameters 
further referred t  as “starting parameters”). For the extraction 
of t e acous ic parameters a software was used that was
develop in the Labor tory of Speech Acoustics.  
C. Statistical analyses of acoustic parameters and decision 
methods 
T-t st compares two averages (means) and concludes if they 
are different from each other. It also shows us how significant
the differences are. In other words, it lets us know if those
differ nces could h ve happen d by cha ce. Two sample T-
tests were used for statistical significance testing for the mean
lues of the coustic parameters bet een healthy voices and
those with dysphoni  (all param ters obtai ed were disposed by
using SPSS20.0 oftware). Where F tests showed sign ficant
rianc of n acoustic parameter thin th  groups (with
significance level 95% (α = 0.05), Welch’s T-test was used.
Welch's T-test i  insensitive to equality of t e va ances
regardl s of whether the sample s zes ar  similar. Our
assumption is that the distributions are normal, but T tests are
relatively robust to moderate violations of t e no mality
assumption.  
D. Feature selection and classification 
A two-class clas ification was performed between ealthy
children and child en suffering from dysphonia using leav
one-out cros  validation, with SVM (support v ctor machine)
classifier. SVM is a upervis d ma hine-l arning algorit m that
is sed mainly fo  binary classification tasks (for machin
learning test , RapidMiner Studio 7.5 was us d). SVM was
used in this researc  becaus  the lassifi r has achieved good
res lts in the classification of healthy a d pathological speech
in the case of adults.  
While with the elp of the T-te t we can id ntify all the
acoust  parameters th t are significantly different in the
examined two groups ne-by-one, it does not give us all the
coustic parameters that are u eful in th  automatic
clas if ation. Signific nt parameters m y have high
correlation  with each ther and this ex ination does not say
nything about possible useful parameter combinations.
Sub ets that are more effective for classific tion may exist,
instead of electing only significant par eters. In the hope of
finding the best acoustic parameter subset as input vector
Forward feature select on lgori hm was used. This is an
ite tive algorithm, which chooses the best fea u e that
improves the accuracy in regards of a cost or objective function
(maximum accuracy), n e ch s ep by adding n acoustic
pa meter to the set of parameters already chosen. It s a ts with
an empty set and stops after a number (here with set this number
to 3) of generations without improval. In this w y, the FFS
algorithm also reduces dimensionality.  
III. RESULTS 
A. Statistical analysis of healthy voices and voices of children 
suffering from dysphonia 
In t e statistical nalysis, the null hypothesis states that th
mea  of the two grou s are equal. The calculated p-value is a
probability that measures the evidence against he null
hypot esis. A s ller p-value provide  stronger evidenc
ag i t the null hy othesis. To determine whether t
difference between the two group mean  is sta istically
significant we co par the p-valu  to a ignif cance l vel. In
pr ctice, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels e used. T
significance level of 0.05 represents a 5% ri k and concludes
that there is a differenc  when ther  is no real d fferenc .  
0, jitter(ddp) a d shimmer(ddp) means, stand d deviations
and ranges did not show significant differ nce between the two
groups.  
orma t freque cies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy
howed significant difference in more cas s, presented in Table
II. The table shows summa y stat stics for acoustic parameter
significant at 0.1 significance level. Formant frequencies were 
ignificant in case of vowel [o], but not in case of [E]. This can
be explained with the diffe ence n the number of occurrence
of the vowels. 
B. Classification results 
In the binary classification experiment, several cases were 
examined, trying out diff ent inp t vectors. For classification
an SVM cl ssifi r was used with linear and r dial basis function
(rbf) kernel. Each parameter is scal d to [0, 1]. 
First, all th  par met s calc lated were ed as input.
Acoustic p ram ters which showed signific nt diff rence with
at least p<0.1 significance level w re electe  separately and
used as input v ctor s well. Note that if an aco tic parameter
d es not show ignif cant difference bet een th  voices of
healthy children and the voices of one  with ysphonia it can
still have great distinguishing power. For thi  reason, the
F rward feature elect on (FFS) algorithm as used.  
TABLE I 
THE CHILD VOICE DATABASE USED 
 
 Diagnosis  
Sex Dysphonia Healthy Sum 
Girl 5 15 20 
Boy 20 19 39 
Sum 25 34 59 
 
entropy (E) for each IMF. The frequency band ratios of 







Hd is the value of Shannon e tropy for each d = 1, 2,…D of 
the log-transformed IMFs. D is the total number of extracted 
IMFs, while the Shannon e tropy fo  a discrete signal is defined 
as 
 
𝐸𝐸(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) = −𝐾𝐾∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖=1 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖                 (6) 
 
where K is a positive constant. 
Thus, in this research 124 acoustic parameters were 
calculated (acoustic parameter set using all 124 parameters 
further referred to as “starting parameters”). For the extraction 
of the acoustic parameters a software was used that was 
developed in the Laboratory of Speech Acoustics.  
C. Statistical analyses of acoustic parameters and decision 
methods 
T-test compares two averages (means) and concludes if they 
are different from each other. It also shows us how significant 
the differences are. In other words, it lets us know if those 
differences could have happened by chance. Two sample T-
tests were used for statistical significance testing for the mean 
values of the acoustic parameters between healthy voices and 
those with dysphonia (all parameters obtained were disposed by 
using SPSS20.0 software). Where F tests showed significant 
variances of an acoustic parameter within the groups (with 
significance level 95% (α = 0.05), Welch’s T-test was used. 
Welch's T-test is insensitive to equality of the variances 
regardless of whether the sample sizes are similar. Our 
assumption is that the distributions are normal, but T tests are 
relatively robust to moderate violations of the normality 
assumption.  
D. Feature selection and classification 
A two-class classification was performed between healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia using leave-
one-out cross validation, with SVM (support vector machine) 
classifier. SVM is a supervised machine-learning algorithm that 
is used mainly for binary classification tasks (for machine-
learning tests, RapidMiner Studio 7.5 was used). SVM was 
used in this research because the classifier has achieved good 
results in the classification of healthy and pathological speech 
in the case of adults.  
While with the help of the T-test we can identify all the 
acoustic parameters that are significantly different in the 
examined two groups one-by-one, it does not give us all the 
acoustic parameters that are useful in the automatic 
classification. Significant parameters may have high 
correlations with each other and this examination does not say 
anything about possible useful parameter combinations. 
Subsets that are more effective for classification may exist, 
instead of selecting only significant parameters. In the hope of 
finding the best acoustic parameter subset as input vector 
Forward featu selectio  algo ithm was used. This is an 
te ative algori hm, which chooses the best feature that 
improves the accuracy n regards of a cost or obje tive function 
(maximum accuracy), in each step by adding an acoustic 
parameter to the set f parameters alre dy chosen. It starts with 
an empty s t and stops after a nu ber (here with et this numbe  
to 3) of generations without improval. In this way, the FFS 
algorithm also reduces dimensionality.  
III. RESULTS 
A. Statistical analysis of healthy voices and voices of children 
suffering from dysphonia 
In the statistical analysis, the null hypothesis states that the 
means of the two groups are equal. The calculated p-value is a 
probability that measures the evidence against the null 
hypothesis. A smaller p-value provides stronger evidence 
against the null hypothesis. To determine whether the 
difference between the two group means is statistically 
significant we compare the p-value to a significance level. In 
practice, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels are used. The 
significance level of 0.05 represents a 5% risk and concludes 
that there is a difference when there is no real difference.  
F0, jitter(ddp) and shimmer(ddp) means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups.  
Formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
showed significant difference in more cases, presented in Table 
II. The table shows summary statistics for acoustic parameters 
significant at 0.1 significance level. Formant frequencies were 
significant in case of vowel [o], but not in case of [E]. This can 
be explained with the difference in the number of occurrences 
of the vowels. 
B. Classification results 
In the binary classification experiment, several cases were 
examined, trying out different input vectors. For classification 
an SVM classifier was used with linear and radial basis function 
(rbf) kernel. Each parameter is scaled to [0, 1]. 
First, all the parameters calculated were used as input. 
Acoustic parameters which showed significant difference with 
at least p<0.1 significance level were selected separately and 
used as input vector as well. Note that if an acoustic parameter 
does not show significant difference between the voices of 
healthy children and the voices of ones with dysphonia it can 
still have great distinguishing power. For this reason, the 
Forward feature selection (FFS) algorithm was used.  
TABLE I 
THE CHILD VOICE DATABASE USED 
 
 Diagnosis  
Sex Dysphonia Healthy Sum 
G rl 5 15 20 
Boy 20 19 39 
Sum 25 34 59 
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In this experiment, in the case of rbf kernel the 
hyperparameter C is set to the number of parameters, while 
gamma is set to 1/number of parameters. When using FSS we  
cannot know how many parameters will be chosen by the 
algorithm, the hyper-parameters are chosen by intuition. Leave-
one-out cross validation was used in all cases.  Classification 
results are summarized in Table III. 
As Table III shows that the highest accuracy of 93% was 
reached using linear and rbf kernel. The features selection 
algorithm reduced the input dimensionality to 8 acoustic 
parameters, while achieving higher accuracy than the case when 
the starting parameters were used.  The acoustic parameters 
selected by the FFS algorithm in case of linear kernel are the 
following: F3.range_[o], MFCC.range_[o]_3, 
MFCC.range_[o]_4, MFCC.mean_[o]_5, MFCC.range_[o]_8, 
MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.mean_[o]_11, HNR.mean_[o]. 
When using rbf kernel the parameter selection algorithm also 
selected 8 parameters, namely: F2.range_[o], 
MFCC.mean_[o]_4, MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.std_[o]_10, 
MFCC.mean_[o]_12, SHIMMER.range_[o], SPI.std_[O-A:-o-
u], SPI.range_[v-z-Z]. This combination also achieved 93% 
accuracy.  
We can conclude that these parameter combinations have 
great power to distinguish healthy from dysphonic voices of 
children. 
IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study investigated the relationship between 
healthy and dysphonic voices of children using continuous 
speech. The classification results are good; in the long term it is 
worth developing a tool for the automatic detection of 
dysphonic voices among children. Mobile devices are suitable 
for implementing this method and using it in practice. 
Mobile health applications are usually designed for 
smartphones or tablets, on some occasions smartwatches. They 
allow users to access information when and where they need it; 
reducing time wasted searching for specific data. These devices 
are cheap, easy-to-use and lightweight. Voice samples, 
metadata, acoustic parameter values and the classifier output 
can be collected and uploaded to a cloud server. In this way, we 
can monitor the quality of the children's voice over the long 
term.  
A. Database 
It was essential to create a well-structured speech database 
containing children’s speech samples, both from healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia. The database 
used in this research contains 59 recordings: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia and 34 healthy children. Three children 
from the dysphonic group had vocal nodes, the rest had 
functional dysphonia. 
Earlier research confirmed that is necessary to carry out the 
investigations separately on children's voices as well, we cannot 
use adult voices to make any conclusions to children's voices. 
B. Statistical analysis 
Through statistical analyses we drew the conclusion that 
formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
measured on different variations of phonemes are good 
indicators to separate healthy and dysphonic voices in the case 
of children. F0, jitter and shimmer means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups. 
C. Two-class classification and parameter selection 
During classification experiments, a high classification 
accuracy of 93% was reached using SVM with linear and rbf 
kernel and reducing dimensionality to 8 acoustic parameters. It 
is worth mentioning that selecting only the acoustic parameters 
that showed significant difference did not improve the 
classification accuracy.  
Due to small sample size overfitting might be problem. This 
occurs when a model begins to "memorize" the detail and noise 
in the training data, rather than "learning", to generalize from a 
trend. Although overfitting happens more often with 
nonparametric nonlinear models, our highest accuracy was 
reached with a linear model as well. We cannot conclude that 
the problem is solved; much more data is needed to obtain better 
and more general results.  
TABLE I II 
TWO-CLASS CLASSIFICATION RESULTS. 
 
 
Case number Acoustic parameters Number of parameters Kernel Hyper-parameters Accuracy (%) 
1 Starting parameters  124 linear C=1 88.13% 
2 Starting parameters 124 rbf C= 124;  
gamma= 0.008 
86.44% 
3 Significant parameters 
(p<0.1) 
37 linear C=1 72.88% 
4 Significant parameters 
(p<0.1) 
37 rbf C= 37;  
gamma= 0.027 
69.49% 
5 FFS with linear kernel 8 linear C=1 93.22% 





TABLE I I 
ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS SIGNIFICANT AT 0.1 LEVEL. 
 
Acoustic parameter Group Mean Std. Deviation 
p-






Healthy 1162.925 184.223 
0.085 MFCC.std_[o]_9 
Healthy 8.488 1.006 
0.000 
Dysphonia 1086.651 133.979 Dysphonia 10.096 1.274 
F2.std_[o] 
Healthy 265.705 73.338 
0.082 MFCC.range_[o]_9 
Healthy 48.096 6.023 
0.012 
Dysphonia 233.993 60.123 Dysphonia 53.218 9.103 
F2.range_[o] 
Healthy 956.021 263.749 
0.061 HNR.mean_[o] 
Healthy 11.010 2.113 
0.081 
Dysphonia 833.932 208.948 Dysphonia 10.039 2.024 
F2BW.mean_[o] 
Healthy 299.412 94.392 
0.078 HNR.std_[o] 
Healthy 2.522 1.081 
0.026 
Dysphonia 262.145 50.294 Dysphonia 3.259 1.394 
F3BW.mean_[o] 
Healthy 763.094 244.427 
0.018 HNR.range_[o] 
Healthy 8.926 3.496 
0.049 
Dysphonia 606.681 243.545 Dysphonia 10.799 3.578 
F3BW.range_[o] 
Healthy 1264.323 290.436 
0.085 SPI.raw 
Healthy 0.942 0.108 
0.060 
Dysphonia 1099.791 429.988 Dysphonia 1.003 0.134 
MFCC.mean_[o]_1 
Healthy 277.215 16.839 
0.025 SPI.mean_[o] 
Healthy 1.515 0.190 
0.048 
Dysphonia 289.069 22.780 Dysphonia 1.611 0.163 
MFCC.std_[o]_1 
Healthy 19.432 2.988 
0.056 SPI.std_[o] 
Healthy 0.295 0.044 
0.006 
Dysphonia 22.158 6.380 Dysphonia 0.340 0.067 
MFCC.range_[o]_1 
Healthy 98.992 16.438 
0.005 SPI.range_[o] 
Healthy 1.391 0.232 
0.002 
Dysphonia 114.361 24.042 Dysphonia 1.604 0.258 
MFCC.range_[o]_2 
Healthy 93.164 17.010 
0.040 SPI.range_[m-n-J] 
Healthy 1.359 0.248 
0.035 
Dysphonia 103.124 19.280 Dysphonia 1.495 0.227 
MFCC.range_[o]_3 
Healthy 92.916 13.919 
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Healthy 10.604 1.856 
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Healthy 1.290 0.294 
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MFCC.mean_[o]_8 
Healthy -7.773 4.003 
0.079 
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In this experiment, in the case of rbf kernel the 
hyperparameter C is set to the number of parameters, while 
gamma is set to 1/number of parameters. When using FSS we  
cannot know how many parameters will be chosen by the 
algorithm, the hyper-parameters are chosen by intuition. Leave-
one-out cross validation was used in all cases.  Classification 
results are summarized in Table III. 
As Table III shows that the highest accuracy of 93% was 
reached using linear and rbf kernel. The features selection 
algorithm reduced the input dimensionality to 8 acoustic 
parameters, while achieving higher accuracy than the case when 
the starting parameters were used.  The acoustic parameters 
selected by the FFS algorithm in case of linear kernel are the 
following: F3.range_[o], MFCC.range_[o]_3, 
MFCC.range_[o]_4, MFCC.mean_[o]_5, MFCC.range_[o]_8, 
MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.mean_[o]_11, HNR.mean_[o]. 
When using rbf kernel the parameter selection algorithm also 
selected 8 parameters, namely: F2.range_[o], 
MFCC.mean_[o]_4, MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.std_[o]_10, 
MFCC.mean_[o]_12, SHIMMER.range_[o], SPI.std_[O-A:-o-
u], SPI.range_[v-z-Z]. This combination also achieved 93% 
accuracy.  
We can conclude that these parameter combinations have 
great power to distinguish healthy from dysphonic voices of 
children. 
IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study investigated the relationship between 
healthy and dysphonic voices of children using continuous 
speech. The classification results are good; in the long term it is 
worth developing a tool for the automatic detection of 
dysphonic voices among children. Mobile devices are suitable 
for implementing this method and using it in practice. 
Mobile health applications are usually designed for 
smartphones or tablets, on some occasions smartwatches. They 
allow users to access information when and where they need it; 
reducing time wasted searching for specific data. These devices 
are cheap, easy-to-use and lightweight. Voice samples, 
metadata, acoustic parameter values and the classifier output 
can be collected and uploaded to a cloud server. In this way, we 
can monitor the quality of the children's voice over the long 
term.  
A. Database 
It was essential to create a well-structured speech database 
containing children’s speech samples, both from healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia. The database 
used in this research contains 59 recordings: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia and 34 healthy children. Three children 
from the dysphonic group had vocal nodes, the rest had 
functional dysphonia. 
Earlier research confirmed that is necessary to carry out the 
investigations separately on children's voices as well, we cannot 
use adult voices to make any conclusions to children's voices. 
B. Statistical analysis 
Through statistical analyses we drew the conclusion that 
formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
measured on different variations of phonemes are good 
indicators to separate healthy and dysphonic voices in the case 
of children. F0, jitter and shimmer means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups. 
C. Two-class classification and parameter selection 
During classification experiments, a high classification 
accuracy of 93% was reached using SVM with linear and rbf 
kernel and reducing dimensionality to 8 acoustic parameters. It 
is worth mentioning that selecting only the acoustic parameters 
that showed significant difference did not improve the 
classification accuracy.  
Due to small sample size overfitting might be problem. This 
occurs when a model begins to "memorize" the detail and noise 
in the training data, rather than "learning", to generalize from a 
trend. Although overfitting happens more often with 
nonparametric nonlinear models, our highest accuracy was 
reached with a linear model as well. We cannot conclude that 
the problem is solved; much more data is needed to obtain better 
and more general results.  
TABLE I II 
TWO-CLASS CL SSIFICATION RESULTS. 
 
 
Case number Acoustic parameters Number of parameters Kernel Hyper-parameters Accuracy (%) 
1 Starting parameters  124 linear C=1 88.13% 
2 Starting parameters 124 rbf C= 124;  
gamma= 0.008 
86.44% 
3 Significant parameters 
(p<0.1) 
37 linear C=1 72.88% 
4 Significant parameters 
(p<0.1) 
37 rbf C= 37;  
gamma= 0.027 
69.49% 
5 FFS with linear kernel 8 linear C=1 93.22% 
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In this experiment, in the case of rbf kernel the 
hyperparameter C is set to the number of parameters, while 
gamma is set to 1/number of parameters. When using FSS we  
cannot know how many parameters will be chosen by the 
algorithm, the hyper-parameters are chosen by intuition. Leave-
one-out cross validation was used in all cases.  Classification 
results are summarized in Table III. 
As Table III shows that the highest accuracy of 93% was 
reached using linear and rbf kernel. The features selection 
algorithm reduced the input dimensionality to 8 acoustic 
parameters, while achieving higher accuracy than the case when 
the starting parameters were used.  The acoustic parameters 
selected by the FFS algorithm in case of linear kernel are the 
following: F3.range_[o], MFCC.range_[o]_3, 
MFCC.range_[o]_4, MFCC.mean_[o]_5, MFCC.range_[o]_8, 
MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.mean_[o]_11, HNR.mean_[o]. 
When using rbf kernel the parameter selection algorithm also 
selected 8 parameters, namely: F2.range_[o], 
MFCC.mean_[o]_4, MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.std_[o]_10, 
MFCC.mean_[o]_12, SHIMMER.range_[o], SPI.std_[O-A:-o-
u], SPI.range_[v-z-Z]. This combination also achieved 93% 
accuracy.  
We can conclude that these parameter combinations have 
great power to distinguish healthy from dysphonic voices of 
children. 
IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study investigated the relationship between 
healthy and dysphonic voices of children using continuous 
speech. The classification results are good; in the long term it is 
worth developing a tool for the automatic detection of 
dysphonic voices among children. Mobile devices are suitable 
for implementing this method and using it in practice. 
Mobile health applications are usually designed for 
smartphones or tablets, on some occasions smartwatches. They 
allow users to access information when and where they need it; 
reducing time wasted searching for specific data. These devices 
are cheap, easy-to-use and lightweight. Voice samples, 
metadata, acoustic parameter values and the classifier output 
can be collected and uploaded to a cloud server. In this way, we 
can monitor the quality of the children's voice over the long 
term.  
A. Database 
It was essential to create a well-structured speech database 
containing children’s speech samples, both from healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia. The database 
used in this research contains 59 recordings: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia and 34 healthy children. Three children 
from the dysphonic group had vocal nodes, the rest had 
functional dysphonia. 
Earlier research confirmed that is necessary to carry out the 
investigations separately on children's voices as well, we cannot 
use adult voices to make any conclusions to children's voices. 
B. Statistical analysis 
Through statistical analyses we drew the conclusion that 
formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
measured on different variations of phonemes are good 
indicators to separate healthy and dysphonic voices in the case 
of children. F0, jitter and shimmer means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups. 
C. Two-class classification and parameter selection 
During classification experiments, a high classification 
accuracy of 93% was reached using SVM with linear and rbf 
kernel and reducing dimensionality to 8 acoustic parameters. It 
is worth mentioning that selecting only the acoustic parameters 
that showed significant difference did not improve the 
classification accuracy.  
Due to small sample size overfitting might be problem. This 
occurs when a model begins to "memorize" the detail and noise 
in the training data, rather than "learning", to generalize from a 
trend. Although overfitting happens more often with 
nonparametric nonlinear models, our highest accuracy was 
reached with a linear model as well. We cannot conclude that 
the problem is solved; much more data is needed to obtain better 
and more general results.  
TABLE I II 
TWO-CLASS CLASSIFICATION RESULTS. 
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In this experiment, in the case of rbf kernel the 
hyperparameter C is set to the number of parameters, while 
gamma is set to 1/number of parameters. When using FSS we  
cannot know how many parameters will be chosen by the 
algorithm, the hyper-parameters are chosen by intuition. Leave-
one-out cross validation was used in all cases.  Classification 
results are summarized in Table III. 
As Table III shows that the highest accuracy of 93% was 
reached using linear and rbf kernel. The features selection 
algorithm reduced the input dimensionality to 8 acoustic 
parameters, while achieving higher accuracy than the case when 
the starting parameters were used.  The acoustic parameters 
selected by the FFS algorithm in case of linear kernel are the 
following: F3.range_[o], MFCC.range_[o]_3, 
MFCC.range_[o]_4, MFCC.mean_[o]_5, MFCC.range_[o]_8, 
MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.mean_[o]_11, HNR.mean_[o]. 
When using rbf kernel the parameter selection algorithm also 
selected 8 parameters, namely: F2.range_[o], 
MFCC.mean_[o]_4, MFCC.std_[o]_9, MFCC.std_[o]_10, 
MFCC.mean_[o]_12, SHIMMER.range_[o], SPI.std_[O-A:-o-
u], SPI.range_[v-z-Z]. This combination also achieved 93% 
accuracy.  
We can conclude that these parameter combinations have 
great power to distinguish healthy from dysphonic voices of 
children. 
IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study investigated the relationship between 
healthy and dysphonic voices of children using continuous 
speech. The classification results are good; in the long term it is 
worth developing a tool for the automatic detection of 
dysphonic voices among children. Mobile devices are suitable 
for implementing this method and using it in practice. 
Mobile health applications are usually designed for 
smartphones or tablets, on some occasions smartwatches. They 
allow users to access information when and where they need it; 
reducing time wasted searching for specific data. These devices 
are cheap, easy-to-use and lightweight. Voice samples, 
metadata, acoustic parameter values and the classifier output 
can be collected and uploaded to a cloud server. In this way, we 
can monitor the quality of the children's voice over the long 
term.  
A. Database 
It was essential to create a well-structured speech database 
containing children’s speech samples, both from healthy 
children and children suffering from dysphonia. The database 
used in this research contains 59 recordings: 25 voices from 
children with dysphonia and 34 healthy children. Three children 
from the dysphonic group had vocal nodes, the rest had 
functional dysphonia. 
Earlier research confirmed that is necessary to carry out the 
investigations separately on children's voices as well, we cannot 
use adult voices to make any conclusions to children's voices. 
B. Statistical analysis 
Through statistical analyses we drew the conclusion that 
formant frequencies, MFCCs, HNR, SPI and IMFentropy 
measured on different variations of phonemes are good 
indicators to separate healthy and dysphonic voices in the case 
of children. F0, jitter and shimmer means, standard deviations 
and ranges did not show significant difference between the two 
groups. 
C. Two-class classification and parameter selection 
During classification experiments, a high classification 
accuracy of 93% was reached using SVM with linear and rbf 
kernel and reducing dimensionality to 8 acoustic parameters. It 
is worth mentioning that selecting only the acoustic parameters 
that showed significant difference did not improve the 
classification accuracy.  
Due to small sample size overfitting might be problem. This 
occurs when a model begins to "memorize" the detail and noise 
in the training data, rather than "learning", to generalize from a 
trend. Although overfitting happens more often with 
nonparametric nonlinear models, our highest accuracy was 
reached with a linear model as well. We cannot conclude that 
the problem is solved; much more data is needed to obtain better 
and more general results.  
TABLE I II 
TWO-CLASS CL SSIFICATION RESULTS. 
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2 Starting parameters 124 rbf C= 124;  
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3 Significant parameters 
(p<0.1) 
37 linear C=1 72.88% 
4 Significant parameters 
(p<0.1) 
37 rbf C= 37;  
gamma= 0.027 
69.49% 
5 FFS with linear kernel 8 linear C=1 93.22% 
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The trend however is clear and promising; the automatic 
separation of healthy from pathological voices in the case of 
children is possible. This research can be a reference point in 
the classification of the voices of healthy children and voices of 
children with dysphonia using continuous speech. 
D. Future work 
The goal is to build a filtering system that can be used by pre-
school workers. If a child with dysphonic voice can be filtered 
in time, they have a better chance of getting a professional help 
from an ear, nose and throat (ENT) specialist or a speech 
therapist.  
Future work includes collecting further speech records to 
generalize the classification model on a larger dataset. There are 
possibilities to optimize the model as well, for example by 
tuning the hyper-parameters of an estimator with grid-search. 
The automatic annotation and segmentation of the speech 
recordings implemented in a smartphone-based system, and the 
automatic assessment of the severity of dysphonia is also 
desirable. We also believe that the results are generalizable to 
other languages. 
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